
The Melting Pot

Take a little word, add a few lines, splash a bit of ink over it, what 
have you? You could say a poem, you could say a picture. Some 

say a picture paints a thousand words, so is a thousand words a picture? 
We’ve seen pictures painted in a single sentence, and in a single picture 
whole universes.

We’ve just come from putting on a festival, so we thought for 
August we’d do something nice and simple. Simple, like taking eleven 
poets and pairing them with eleven artists, getting each to collaborate 
and come up with uniquely inspired pieces and throw it all together on 
the night with music layered on top. Simple: Stanzas Style.

Maybe we’re pushing ourselves too far, we’ve certainly wondered 
how we got here and where we’re going. But then maybe we’re not 
pushing ourselves far enough. For this ‘Collaboration’ themed Stanzas 
we wanted to test the boundaries of what poets and artists can do. 
What happens when you take artforms and smash them together? 
We’re like the Large Art Collider, causing a black hole in the universe 
of Literature and sucking all your assumptions in. What comes out the 
other end, well, we’ll find out won’t we?

In this (big)little book every item on the left is an origional piece, 
whether poem or picture. And on the right is what that piece inspired. 
We have tigers and blankets, playgrounds and cups of tea. It’s all here. 
It’s all wonderful. It’s all so terribly Ort.

Maybe it’s not for you. Maybe you like your words triple distilled 
and poured over a glass of irony. But Stanzas has never been about 
this so-called “purity” of poetry. We’re not even a poetry night! We’re 
an evening of words, thank you very much. So whether you swallow 
your words whole, or with a side of pencil number B4, we’ve got you 
covered. There’s always room at this inn. Pull up a seat, feather your 
cap, pluck thy brain from the consciousness that combines us, and 
maybe, just maybe, get inspired enough to write your own mish-mash 
of poetry and art. Heck, if it’s good, we’ll add it to next year’s batch. 
‘cos we’re not going anytime soon, so get creating, it’s time for

stanzas





to a random chat
about whether these words

pair well
with those pictures
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Proper 
Aoife Deegan Donnellan

Proper is coming back
Through our window sills 
The white and black
The old/new vintage attack
Proper is coming back.
Dickie bows and three piece suits
Democratic 3 piece noose
Luckily with proper comes youth pursuits 
Riots; chaotic truths
Lust lives lurking in hearts that are left searching 
But no one ends up bleeding on their own. 
Proper is coming back.
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One
Jack O’Sullivan
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Two
Jack O’Sullivan
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Thoughts We Can’t Feel 
Aoife Deegan Donnellan

It’s a broken embrace;
The hug of lips and face 
5 senses of taste and the overpowering sense of bitterness
       I cannot shake. 

Disjointed, we pace 
Not in time together, 
but in time apart 
because we cannot see each other but we feel the sort of thing that 
is not explainable. 
The sort of thing that is not explainable, but is understandable. 
The feng shui of feelings.
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Hush
Caleb Brennan

Even outside the wind blows with harm,
but the water in here is warm
just like our bathing skins.

As I pull back the shower curtain,
that blocks out the world, 
You hush me, Not to the wake the kids.

Gripping the towel carefully, not dipping it,
I have thrown it over your shoulders. 
The very way I threw my jacket over you

during that rainy night we blocked out the riots.
That night at the tower, the fireside, The river ablaze,
our hearts blown clear open like a shop window.

Even now as we dry ourselves, we can hear them outside. 
‘They will always be after us,’ I whisper.
You hush me, in case we wake the kids. 
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One
Ashling McGrory
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Self-Portrait
Ashling McGrory
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Leftover Love
Caleb Brennan

I have thrust this leftover love out, 
and I find it still dredged at the end 
of my drinks. It lingers in the  
natural oils of pages or bed sheets. 
It comes out in sweats. It never ends.  
It works like traffic lights, going slow 
but never ending. It has no place with me. 
It does not fit in drawers or sit on shelves.  
The heart is no suitable place for it. 
It taints normality. I can sometimes see it,
in the place it came. Walking the streets, 
with some new love. Forgetting about me. 
Why does it sit in front of me when I’m lonely,
and come calling back in the witching hours
like old souls returning to Ithaca. Tell me,
when can the soul pour itself into a box,
pick its wounds, pray for heartache 
and shed itself. When can the heart 
finally digest this bad medicine. 
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Concerning my Storm
Dan O’Malley

I will not walk into a storm that does not bare my name.
I will not fight a war with just rhyme.
I will not engage just to play their game.
And I will not be there for them on my own precious time.
But I will carry you from the storm,
And I will help you find your reason.
And I will play if it means you do not mourn
And I will always be ready to commit treason.

I couldn’t begin to imagine what goes on inside your mind
And I couldn’t try to see behind the curtain
I shouldn’t try to believe in god if morality is in decline
But how could someone deceive you, when no one can be certain.

How could I refuse?
Who could place my blame
If I was to run into a storm
The storm which bears your name.
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One
Courtney McKeon
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Two
Courtney McKeon
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Countdown
Dan O’Malley

She didn’t know rain could sound so heavy.
But then, that’s what happens when rain can burn and melt.
A simple team, for a complicated job.
12 Good and honest soldiers.
11 Men.
10 Wives back home.
9 Kids to get back to.
8 Promises to come back alive.
7 sigils collected.
6 Didn’t see it coming.
5 Fought back.
4 Were dead before they fell.
3 Took a few down with them.
2 Made it out of the battle field.
1 Woman made it home
With 11 stories to tell
To 10 Wives
To 9 Kids
And 8 broken promises.
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The Ghost
Emer Hayes

Sitting on the cold stone floor
with your worth in that empty cup.

Growing old with a damp newspaper
That is long out of date.

A skinny dog sitting in your lap.
Pedestrians trotting by,

Blinded by their lives.
Egos expanding with their screens.

Or else they stop.
Rooting for dirty coppers,
Doing their good deed for the day.

But who are you, this man?
A mothers son?

The remnants of a dream
That didn’t quite come true?
The phantom limb of our time.

I see all this within your eyes
While searching for coppers too.
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One
Roisin McCabe
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Two
Roisin McCabe
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Two
Emer Hayes

There is a great and terrible beast
lurking in the dark 
outside my window.
I can see it in sharp bursts
of light lost in the night

And a shadow creature lies
under the bed - waiting,
for me to fall asleep.
It will rise with the moon.

But I am protected
in a safety net
of quilt and linen sheets.
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Chipped
Fiona Grimes

Dipped in regret
Blighted by misunderstandings
And Untruths.
I fell because that’s what I was 
Supposed to do,
At least in your eyes.
You feel, just not where needed. 
Not enough at least,
Not enough to fight,
Not enough at all.

Secrets kept
Behind walls
Of spite and deceit.

Torn because of misuse 
Torn because of mistrust.
Fragmented.
Disjointed.
Chipped.

At least I don’t deflect,
Reflect,
And impose neglect
On those I love.

So keep the memories you stole.
I don’t need them.
I’ll regrow and renew
But the piece you took,
Will decay.

And smugness will fade.
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Chipped
Judenald Marcus Penders
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Two
Judenald Marcus Penders
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Make Me a Cup of Tea There, Willa?
Fiona Grimes

The tip of a pen never represents
the whole of the feeling.
The stroke of a paintbrush
Never captures the exact beauty.

You create something,
Something new and original
Even photographs can’t escape
The deterring concept of the unique.

No matter what way you boil
The kettle, or how long you
Leave it to brew,
Every cuppa is born new.

Even with imitation
Comes originality.
Mainstream and Hipster are
Really just different cups of tea.
It takes someone special to create a new flavour,
But only you can change the creation.
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The Devil’s Playground
RG Allen

Twice too often I have taken the strain
Two times in all I have held the pain
A gawping hole six feet in the ground
Dark, Black, and oaken
Echo the sounds
Of all the lone children who played there oft
On creaky floor boards in shadowy lofts.
Merry-go-rounds that held no cheer
Swings and see-saws contained only fear.
Death in its coldness 
A misty haze
Suffocated by solitudes earthly praise.
Pestilence on push bikes 
A deadly sin
Mortality the victor
Let rigormortis begin.
Aged from ageless
Life’s foul course
It offers humanity
Yet delivers remorse. 
Ghosts now the children who played within
For the devils playground holds only sin.
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Devil’s Playground
Rosanne Hayes
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Reflection
Rosanne Hayes
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Juxtaposition.
RG Allen

Side by side,
Inside yourself,
Internal turmoil,
For mental health.
When you fall,
Fall,
       Fall,
              Fall,
You plead,
Agh, this mental disease,
Crying whilst smiling,
Drowning,
A storm of thoughts,
A river of revolution,
Hiding from mirror self reflection,
This face,
A disguise,
Masking internal tumultuous orchestrations,
To endure for even simple everyday conversations,
Iterations,
Complications,
Mental deviations,
Awkward explanations.
The sanitation of sensations,
Sardonic,
Derisively mocking mental self workings,
An internal narrative, 
Of mental tourettes,
A retrospective response to words you should have said.
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My Window’s Good at Hiding Things
Jared Nadin

with frosted panes and rusted hinges.
Glowing blue – yellow, grey – black.
Misty glass fogs out the outside world
so They can’t see me. Can’t
see me laugh or cry; Can’t
see me dance or pray; Can’t
see me through the haze. 

My window’s good at hiding things,
but the glass is thin, the wood rotten,
cars whisper through the Streetwebs,
music, tools – the man next door.

My window’s good at hiding things,
until I push it open – wide.
Outside, the view is treacherous.
A long way down to a walled up ginnel. 
To the left, a hulking church with bells and statues, 
far to the right a second church, 
smaller, more cunning than the first.
All filligree and trim – pointed steeples.

My window’s good at hiding things,
from lookers-in and out alike.
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Title
Isolde Donohoe
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Pillows
Isolde Donohoe
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Stitch and Sinew
Jared Nadin
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The Tigress
Mel White

The power and poise in her stride;
the confident toss of her head;
the hunger that simmered inside.
He longed to approach
but she could tear him to shreds.

He stalked the prowling tigress
addicted to her rage.
She directed his dreams,
he couldn’t rest or digress
till he’d put her in a cage.

He clipped her claws, 
he filed her teeth,
extracted the venom from the snake.
To prove his superiority
her spirit had to break.

Intoxicated by his need to possess,
he didn’t realise that
once he’d collared the tigress
and muted her wildness
he wouldn’t love her as a pussycat.
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Title
Kieran Grace
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One
Kieran Grace

Victoria Station at Rush Hour
Mel White

Airports were the punctuation marks of my life
but this was the life sentence of the masses.
Briefcases and nameless faces, clad in masks of sameness,
filed in criss-cross patterns by;
lives flashed, in shades of grey, before my eyes;
disembodied limbs striding into a painting - not a photograph,
because I was, and still am, living history.
Barefoot, because I owned no shoes, I sat apart,
on the cusp of East and West, on the floor of Victoria station,
with the dirt of India under my fingernails.
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I was a part of the scenery that day, 
but I was not a sheep of any description, even black. 
I was a butterfly: freshly emerged from an airline cocoon,
flitting, alighting, taking flight - on wings of autonomy;
wearing my youth like I wore my colours - without ceremony;
seeking an essence that we’d left behind
when we dived into industry. Before it digested us.
These were the cogs in the machine, the wheels that kept the city turning,
this human colony of ants. They swarmed,
excreted by trains in an endless gush, a diarrhoea
of worker ants and shopping queens, inhaling the stench of conformity;
heads bent in determined chase of an irony 
of labour-saving gadgets they worked so hard to afford;
of the ultimate purchase - which lost its promise once procured.
The Holy Grail was super-sized, or merchandise or bargain bin,
but it failed to fill the void within their chest cavity.
I had seen light in the eyes of leprosy, and poverty
clad in a sunset of colour and smiles, but no flowers bloomed here.
This butterfly has settled now. Life has stitched a hem around my wings
but inside I’m still travelling in time: reading history, writing this poem,
sewing period clothes to find a home for my nostalgia.
Once I cooked over fires, drank from streams, lived without electricity,
washing laundry in a dustbin lid till I found a bucket.
Nowadays I’d buy one but it didn’t cross my mind then
and I laugh at my simplicity. Then I realise I have lost the keys to Eden.
I have become an ant. I have filled in forms and stood in lines
and I have been afraid to stand out. 
My view has panned out, and I’ve realised the crowd is comprised
of individuals; each cog in the machine is another me:
the centre of a universe on the edge of a black hole, facing 
life - without parole; trying to keep my balance and live with soul.
We choose our own syntax but in the end we all share a sentence.
And this sentence, no matter how I phrase it,
leads inevitably towards a full stop.
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Blanket
Nina O’Donovan

There is a new roof fitting itself to the sky,
sea-roughened and grey as the vast paving
I dropped teeth on as a child, lightheaded

and living faster. Outside a steep hill drops sweet
like the dip of a spoon, and in this life I see
my own reflection. It may come from narcissism.

It may come from gut. But its momentum is trapped,
a statue on one foot, it asks to be uprooted.
I can’t carve this future into something soft and creaseless.

If I was an artist I could catch its outstretch—
I would pull the army by the hand, out from the dark
intrusive damp, and ask it to stay.

On the line, a white sheet takes hard gulps of air.
I’m quick to learn its rhythm.
But in the morning it has lost its breath;
in the morning there is a small damp circle
under my cheek.
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One
Kerrie Ahern
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Two
Kerrie Ahern
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Hygge
Nina O’Donovan

opening your eyes feels more
like being ripped out of an envelope,
cracked out of an egg.

daily
these thoughts spread like bruises—
pour ear to ear through your mind.

you were used to being reflective;
and now the sun attacks the sky
every night—

and now crawling with emotion;
please give me the soft of you.
anytime you have the chance

please stop the needle
before it bluntly dimples flesh,
just once—

what other way is there
to unlearn this silence?
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Trepanning
Shane Vaughan

She takes the blade to my scalp and lopes off a thick bundle of hair, 
wincing, as each strand falls like off-yellow worms against the carpet 
swamp, then scrapes at the roots with rough edge until a patch forms, 
my tonsurette, and she can cut deep lines, crevices, an untidy hole, 
until the floor is covered in red and blond, little worms swimming in 
drunkenness. And we wait. ‘til memories come and she scoops them 
with closed palms like a child to water until thirsty no more, drops 
them to the floor where they puddle and we can pull on our boots, hers 
blue mine red, and splash like I’ve forgotten how, sing a song about 
rain like it’s the first time I’ve heard the lyrics. Until later, when we curl 
up in bed and I bleed all over her, ‘til a crust comes to form a scab, to 
be picked by someone else’s nails.
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Treppaning
Courtney Sharos
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Blinded Identity
Courtney Sharos
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Be Lined
Shane Vaughan

It’s the lines you draw, when you stare from my eyes to my past, 
drawing shapes of what was and is and how all this is some sort of sick 
joke where we collide into each other and talk about how it’s all meant 
to be, how all those lines have run themselves dry, how they’ve balled 
into a point, into a full

stop

full, full of so much more than myself, like I’m a cup and you’re the 
water flowing over my rim. Hold into me, sweetness, I’m a shipwreck 
and you’re the ocean swallowing cargo until we scrape the earth again, 
pressured by the press of water’s weight, painting lines in the sand with 
muddied hands, watching the sift of shape, until barnacled, bereft of 
time, asking only how, and we will say it was the fault of lines.
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The Black Heart
Simon Benson

Wherever no active eye cares to look,
Where no ears stop to listen,
Where no brain pauses to think,
Resides the black heart.

Here are the slaves to the falling light.
Here they ravage torn flesh,
And still splatter unholy ruby beads
From the non-pulsating pulp.

Anointed with tainted blood
And jaggedly drawn definitions of man,
They continue their progressive purge.
An ethos of assimilation or annihilation.

More animal than the rest of us,
We paint a picture of our idolised selves,
Rather than draw attention
To our secret little flaws.

But perhaps this entity is a collective?
Occupying the recesses 
of our every primal core
Long before

Eyes could look,
Ears could listen,
Brains could think,
And Hearts could feel.    
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One
Cormac Finan
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Two
Cormac Finan
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Made Believe
Simon Benson

Stone chiselled into arches,
Windows stained with stories.
Empty halls pose hollow grandeur.
A man-made cave of make believe.

A new kind of totem pole,
A cross across a bloody corpse.
Atavism now only apparent in the symbolism, and that
‘We’re better than those barbarians.’

A truth that does not reflect,
One silenced by the Latin lore.
Man corrupts man,
More so than God ever could.

I will rip you from your fortress,
And tear it to the ground.
And if you really do have faith
Then you won’t need it anymore.

Go on, speak to your beloved creator,
Or does the silent response instil fear?
Or is it worse that those who guided you,
Have only ever heard the same?

But you ignore me once more.
Every day I scream a little louder.
Every day you hear a little more.
Every day you lose and find yourself again.

I am that little bit of doubt.
That ugly shred of ‘Maybe’.
That unsettling sinking feeling.
That part of you that knows you don’t believe.
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Opportunities

Stanzas

Our next Themed Issue of the Stanzas Chapbooks is on ‘Internet’. That 
can really be anything and everything to do with our inter-connected 
digital world as you see fit. Whether you write about memes, about 
YouTube, about long-distance skype-relationships, about Tumblrisms 
or Goggleing that odd pain on your shoulder, you have the run of it. 
Take it as you see fit. Send all work to stanzas.limerick@gmail.com, 
please tell us if it’s a poem, prose or artwork in the subject bar.

Deadline, September 18th.

The Poetry Bus

These guys are a great mag to submit to and they take pretty much 
anything and everything, Poetry, Prose, Essays, and they love Artwork, 
too. Send up to 4 poems plus bio to buspoems@gmail.com

Deadline, August 31st.

Sixteen Magazine

This is a pretty cool new mag focused on 1916. Perhaps not for 
everyone, but they’re producing quality work and it doesn’t all have 
to be uber-nationalistic. Issue 11 is themed ‘Seen Not Heard’ and 
focuses on children.
Submit via web site or by emailing submit@sixteen.ie

Deadline, September 16th

www.sixteen.ie
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ÓBhéal

For something a little different, ÓBhéal, a Cork-based poetry group, 
are hosting their Third Annual Poetry Film Competition. Simply 
create a film of no more than ten minutes in length (no minimum 
time requirements) and send it in to poetryfilm@obheal.ie. It’s free to 
enter and winners get a cool trophy plus their film screened at Cork’s 
Indie Film Festival.

Deadline, September 15th. 
 
More info: www.obheal.ie/blog/?page_id=2532

Synaesthesia

An incredible new mag with a beautiful aesthetic heart. Submission 
period opens from September 20th and is themed on ‘Sound’. They 
accept short stories, poetry, essays and interviews, as well as a lot of art 
forms included photography, digital design and even music. Submit 
via their submittable page.

Deadline, October 12th.

More info: www.synaesthesiamagazine.com/#!submissions/ck0q

The Useless Degree

A nifty new mag set up by two women in the States, their second issue 
is now open and is themed on ‘Fairy Tales’. They accept poetry and 
prose, so check them out. Deadline’s not for yonkes, so get writing.

More info: theuselessdegree.wix.com/the-useless-degree
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All copyright belongs to Stanzas and may not 
be reproduced without the permissions of 
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Stanzas retains the rights to reuse and 
reprint the contents for one year, and to 
put any contents forward for the Stanzas 

Anthology in July, 2016. 
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